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1. Executive Summary
This deliverable describes an ‘all in one’ approach for the components implemented
and deployed by Orange in the context of SocEDA during the last year of the project.
The goal here is to show the use of the different editors applied to a new use-case
allowing a quick testing of the different components realised by Orange.
The use-case is named Three Missed Calls (see here [1]). The use-case is very
basic, allowing triggering a rule on the CEP engine-side when three Outgoing Calls
from an Android Smartphone to a Caller have failed. This rule sends back a
recommendation to the sender’s application telling him to contact the caller by
another channel. The use-case is implemented through Android Applications running
on smartphones and it interacts with the SocEDA platform.
This document describes how the WebPortal application1 with the different editors
(CEP and Android UI) can help to implement the use-case.

1

See D4.1.3 CEP Editor Tool Functional Specification and D4.2.4 Android UI Designer
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2. Terms and Concepts
2.1 CEP Editor and Android UI positioning
Both of the editors are layered on top of the core SocEDA Platform.

2.2 Acronyms
EPL
CEP
Event type
DCEP
IDE
DiCEP API
REST
Servlet
CEPAT
MCM

Event Processing Language
Complex Event Processing
Event type (event class, event definition, or event schema)
represents a class of event objects)
Distributed Complex Event Processing
Integrated Development Environment
Distributed Complex Event Processing API
Representational State Transfer

A servlet is a small program that runs on a web server
See Java Servlet Application Programming Interface (Sun API)
Complex Event Pattern
Missed Calls Manager
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3. Use Case description
More generally, the goal of this use-case is to mix Telco Events from smartphones
and Web 2.0 information from Social Networks. The challenge for this use-case is to
add value, mixing different event sources and combining event sources in a dynamic,
not hard-wired way. Dynamic patterns taking into account customer’s mood and/or
context and heterogeneous event sources are considered as well, not just telecom
events sources. Telco Operators and smartphones providers already deliver some
flavour of simple rule mechanism with automatic recall and SMS handling but the
approach is static and hard-wired. See below the handling of an incoming call with
the possibility to reject the call and send back an SMS (Android Gingerbread 2.3.5)

To deal with this challenge the approach is based on a clever middleware Platform
containing a CEP engine. The following picture describes the main idea of the usecase.
- An Android application is deployed on a Smartphone (MCM Application).
This application intercepts events that occur in the Smartphone. Some of
them are Telco oriented (Incoming and Outgoing calls), others are Social
Network oriented, such as Twitter and Facebook
-

The issue is to mix these different event sources through a DCEP engine
hosted in the SocEDA middleware platform. The added value comes from
rules and pattern (CEPAT) mixing these events, detecting complex
situations and contexts, and finally triggering actions (for example
automatically putting users in relation or sending ‘New Event’ to the
Smartphone).

See the overall architecture described below:
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Figure 1: Three Missed Calls use-case

In this lightweight implementation for SocEDA the involved components are:
 The SocEDA DSB is the endpoint receiving the Event instances (Call Event),
 The CEP engine is hosting the rule that will trigger when 3 missed calls are
originating from the same Caller.

Figure 2: SocEDA Components
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The Android UI Designer and the CEP editor can be used for editing the rule (through
the CEP Editor) and for editing/generating the Android Application (through the
Android UI designer).

Figure 3: Editing Tools

The next part is a description of the interaction with the Android UI Designer and the
CEP editor in order to realize the implementation of the use-case.
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4. Editors
The first task is to create the rule, step by step with the CEP Editor interacting with
the graphic palette.

Figure 4: First step
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Figure 5: Second step (building the pattern)

Figure 6: generated CEP rule

The CEP rule is then ready to be sent to the CEP through the CEP Manager Form
available in the Portal
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Then the second task is to build the Android Application with the Android UI
Designer. We give just below a flavour for the building process through the UI
Designer. The Android UI designer helps to build graphically the Android APK
application by using the different widgets available on the palette. At the end of the
process the APK file is saved and deployed on the Android Device.

Figure 7: Android UI Designer
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Figure 8: Android UI Designer (continued)

Figure 9: Android UI Designer (continued)
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Figure 10: Android UI Designer (saving the apk file)
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5. Conclusion
With both editors the end-user has the possibilities to build complex applications
involving rules deployed on the SocEDA platform. Numerous use-cases, in the
Telcos domain involving Smartphones and RealTime Event oriented platforms can be
investigated; just to name a few taken from2:
1. Personalized Marketing to Mobile Subscribers Based on Customer Location
This use case utilizes big+fast+event oriented data analytics to ensure that the
mobile marketing messages are sent only when customer arrives at certain predefined geo-fenced locations. Due to real-time nature of the marketing offers, the
Campaign Management System is required to send out the messages to customers
within a few minutes of customer arrival. Other information such as customer
demographics, web browsing history and social media records can be used to
augment the analytics so that the offers sent have the best chance of relevancy to
the customers.
2. Personalization of Real-Time Interaction in Customer Care
This use case utilizes real time analytics to ensure that the Call Center
Representative is guided through the process of helping the customer. Data from
across the providers’ organization is leveraged to make a prediction of the top
reasons why this customer is most likely to be calling the call center. For example, if
they have a lot a large number of dropped calls very recently they may be calling to
complain about the signal quality. When the customer calls the call center, the CSR
is presented with the top reasons why the customer may be calling the call center
today. This enables the representation to immediate address the customers need.
Each of the top reasons can also be associated with the correct resolution according
to provider’s policy or learned (using real time analytics) based on the success of
these resolutions in the past.

2

Big Data Analytics Reference Model - TR202
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